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Abstract: Metal ions are solvated in solution, and, in a sterically congested organic solvent,
those solvent molecules that are simultaneously bound to the metal ion will be subject to con-
sequential steric interactions through space. The molecular structure of a solvent, particularly
that of any functional groups in the vicinity of the coordinating atom to the metal ion, plays
a key role in the solvation steric effect. Weak solvation steric effects lead to a distorted octa-
hedral structure for six-coordinate transition-metal(II) ions, whereas strong steric effects lead
to a decreased solvation number. In particular cases, the conformation of a solvent may un-
dergo a change in response to coordination to the metal ion. Solvation steric effects play a
decisive role in reaction thermodynamics and kinetics of the metal ion. Here, we show our
recent results on solvation steric effects in terms of structure and thermodynamics, particu-
larly, the conformational change of solvent and its effect on the metal-ion complexation.
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INTRODUCTION

Molecular liquids, not only water but also a variety of organic compounds, have been widely used as
solvents [1], and recently, room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) receive increasing attention as new
media for organic reactions and solvent extractions, as well as noble electrolyte materials [2–13]. Solute
molecules and ions are strongly solvated in solution to form solvation clusters, and thus their reactions
and properties in solution depend on the solvent [14–17]. Here, specific and unusual aspects are seen in
the structures and reactions when steric effects play a significant role in solute–solvent and solvent–sol-
vent interactions. This has indeed been demonstrated in various systems and phenomena involving
solvolytic reactions [18–23], solvation dynamics [24], reaction kinetics and rates [25–28], and spectro-
scopic properties [29–31]. Steric solvent effects upon solvation to the metal ion are also seen in the lithi-
ation selectivity for amines [32], aggregation of lithium thioamidates [33], and redox potentials [34,35].
The roles of steric and electrostatic factors in determining the orientation and dynamic behavior have
been studied for benzimidazole-type ligands in RuII(dimethyl sulfoxide) complexes [36]. Theoretical
approaches to steric effects have also been reported on the hydrogen-bonding intermolecular structure
[37], conformational change [38], ion solvation [39], protonation [40], and reaction mechanisms
[41–43]. 
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It is well known that the conformation of a molecule profoundly influences its reactivity and in-
termolecular interactions. 2,2'-Bipyridine, for instance, changes its conformation from the trans to cis
form upon complexation to the metal ion [44]. Diethylenetriamine (dien) is protonated to yield two con-
formers of Hdien+, the linear and folded ones, in an aqueous solution [45]. A similar situation also ap-
plies for particular solvents, in which two conformers coexist in equilibrium in the liquid state, and the
conformation varies upon solvation to the metal ion. Here, we briefly summarize our recent works on
the conformation of solvent, in both molecular and ionic liquids. Conformational change of solvent
upon solvation to the metal ion or complexes will also be described in terms of the solvation steric ef-
fect.

SOLVATION STERIC EFFECT 

Ion solvation is essential and indispensable for metal salts to be dissolved in a solvent. The solvation
number, or the number of solvent molecules simultaneously bound to a metal ion, has been determined
in water as well as organic solvents [46]. The nickel(II) ion is six-coordinated in dimethyl sulfoxide and
N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), as well as water, and the geometry of the solvate ion is a regular oc-
tahedron, indicating that practically no appreciable solvation steric effect, or solvent–solvent interaction
through space, operates among solvent molecules simultaneously bound to the metal ion. The nickel(II)
ion is also six-coordinated in N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMA) and N-methylpropionamide (NMP),
whereas the solution color of nickel(II) perchlorate is yellow, unlike green in DMF, implying that an
octahedral coordination structure is distorted. Solution color is red, i.e., the nickel(II) ion is five-coor-
dinated, in N,N-dimethylpropionamide (DMPA) and N,N,N',N'-tetramethylurea (TMU). The coordina-
tion geometry of the solvate ion is distorted, or the solvation number even reduces in some solvents.
Solvents such as DMA, NMA, DMPA, and TMU involve bulky functional groups, implying that the
local steric congestion of solvent, particularly in the vicinity of the coordinating atom to the metal ion,
plays a key role in the solvation steric effect. 

The solvation steric effect leads to an enhanced metal-ion complexation. In Fig. 1, as an example,
species distributions in the manganese(II) bromide system in DMF, DMA, NMP, DMPA, and TMU are
compared [47–49]. As seen, the complexation is enhanced in DMA and NMP almost to the same ex-
tent over DMF, and is markedly enhanced in DMPA and TMU. This enhancement is mainly ascribed to
the enthalpy term, i.e., the metal–solvent interaction may be weakened when the coordination sphere is
sterically congested.
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CONFORMATIONAL EQUILIBRIUM OF SOLVENT IN THE BULK

The nature of solvents is related to their liquid structures, and thus chemists have devoted a lot of effort
to reveal solvent structure, or the structure of molecular aggregates (clusters), in the liquid state. Various
types of hydrogen-bonded clusters are formed among solvent molecules in protic solvents, as well as
water. Aprotic solvents also form clusters in the liquid state, although their interactions are generally
weak [50]. Structures of solvent clusters and their distribution depend on temperature and pressure, and
also on the composition of solvent mixtures [51]. A kind of solvent involves structural isomers that are
present in equilibrium in the liquid state. A typical example is DMPA, CH3CH2(CO)N(CH3)2, in which
the propionyl group can rotate along the single CH3–CH2 bond to yield conformers [52]. Indeed, an ob-
served Raman spectrum of neat DMPA in Fig. 2 shows bands at 711 and 760 cm–1, both of which are
assigned to the symmetric stretching N–CH3 vibration. The two bands cannot be reproduced by theo-
retical calculations for a given conformer of DMPA. Scheme 1 shows the geometries of the planar cis,
nonplanar staggered, and planar trans conformers, where the terminal methyl group of the planar cis
and trans conformers locates inside the amide O–C–N plane, and that of the nonplanar staggered con-
former locates upside. The self-consistent field (SCF) energies of these conformers were evaluated by
theoretical molecular orbital (MO) calculations. The torsion energy profile thus obtained by varying
propionyl C–C–C–O dihedral angle is shown in Fig. 3 (the solid line), indicating that the planar cis con-
former has the lowest energy and a local minimum appears at angle about 90° (the nonplanar staggered
conformer). According to our MO calculations followed by normal coordinate analyses for the con-
formers, the bands at 711 and 760 cm–1 are ascribed to the nonplanar staggered and planar cis con-
formers, respectively, indicating that two conformers are present in equilibrium in neat solvent. By an-
alyzing intensities of these Raman bands at varying temperature, the equilibrium constant, enthalpy, and
entropy of conformational change are determined. The enthalpy value of 5.0 kJ mol–1 was indeed ob-
tained for the conformational change from the planar cis to nonplanar staggered form, the value being
in good agreement with that predicted by theoretical calculations. 
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Fig. 1 Species distributions in the Mn2+–Br– system at 298 K.



The torsion energy profile for the protonated DMPA is also shown in Fig. 3 (the broken line). No
significant difference in the potential energy surface is found between the protonated and nonprotonated
DMPA. This indicates that, unlike dien [45], the intramolecular charge distribution of DMPA is hardly
changed by protonation. The same applies also for the metal solvates, in which the metal ion binds one
or two DMPA molecules [53]. The torsion energy profile of DMPA within the Zn(DMPA)2

2+ solvate
ion in Fig. 4 is indeed similar to that of the isolated DMPA, evidently indicating that the intramolecu-
lar charge distribution of DMPA bound to the metal ion remains practically unchanged, if no steric hin-
drance operates among solvent molecules simultaneously bound to the metal ion.
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Fig. 2 An observed Raman spectrum of neat DMPA at 298 K, and vibrational frequencies of the planar cis and
nonplanar staggered conformers of DMPA predicted by ab initio MO calculation followed by normal coordinate
analyses using the B3LYP6-31G(d) basis set.

Scheme 1 Geometries of DMPA conformers.



Dimethylcarbonate (DMC) is used as a component of solvent mixtures for batteries, together with
such solvents as ethylene carbonate (EC) and propylene carbonate (PC). The dielectric constant of
DMC is 0.87 D, which is significantly smaller than that of EC (4.87 D) and PC (0.94 D), whereas the
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Fig. 3 Torsion energy profiles of protonated and unprotonated DMPA as a function of the propionyl C–C–C–O
dihedral angle.

Fig. 4 Torsion energy profiles of DMPA within the [Zn(DMPA)(planar cis-DMPA)]2+ and [Zn(DMPA)(nonplanar
staggered DMPA)]2+ as a function of the propionyl C–C–C–O dihedral angle. 



electron-pair donating and accepting properties are similar (e.g., the Gutmann’s donor number [54,55]
is 17.2, 16.4, and 15.1 and the ET30 value [12,55] is 38.2, 48.6, and 46.0 for DMC, EC, and PC, re-
spectively). DMC yields two planar conformers, cis–cis and cis–trans, with respect to the carbonyl
O-atom (Scheme 2), both of which are stable relative to the nonplanar conformers. The SCF energy pro-
file shows that the cis–cis conformer is more favorable by ca. 8 kJ mol–1 than the cis–trans one, indi-
cating that the cis–cis conformer is the main species in the bulk solvent at room temperature. Indeed,
DMC shows strong Raman bands, and their frequencies are well reproduced by MO calculations fol-
lowed by normal coordinate analyses for the optimized geometry of the cis–cis conformer [56].
However, DMC shows also weak Raman bands that cannot be ascribed to the cis–cis conformer, indi-
cating that the cis–trans conformer is also present in equilibrium in the bulk, although it is a minor
species. Indeed, frequencies of the observed weak Raman bands are reproduced by theoretical calcula-
tions for the cis–trans conformer. 

Imidazolium (EMI+) salts are known as typical RTILs. The EMI+ cation in Scheme 3 contains an
ethyl group linked to the N1 atom of the imidazolium ring, which can rotate to yield conformers. As
seen in Fig. 5, the nonplanar staggered conformer is more favorable than the planar one, although the
energy gap is very small. The two conformers of EMI+ are present in equilibrium in RTILs of its BF4

–,
PF6

–, CF3SO3
–, and bis(trifuloromethanesulfonyl) imide (TFSI– = N(CF3SO2)2

–) salts [57]. The en-
thalpy of conformational change experimentally obtained by analyzing Raman band intensities of the
conformers at varying temperature is practically the same as that evaluated by theoretical calculations.

S.-I. ISHIGURO et al.
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Scheme 2 Geometries of DMC conformers.

Scheme 3 The skeleton of the EMI+ cation.



Raman spectra of EMI+TFSI– show relatively strong bands arising from TFSI– at about 398 and
407 cm–1. The 407 cm–1 band, relative to the 398 cm–1 one, is appreciably intensified with raising tem-
perature, suggesting that conformational equilibrium is established for TFSI– in the liquid state.
According to density functional theory (DFT) calculations followed by normal frequency analyses, two
conformers of the C2 and C1 symmetries gave global and local minima, respectively, with an energy dif-
ference 2.2–3.3 kJ mol–1, and the wagging ω-SO2 vibration of TFSI– appears over the range
380–440 cm–1. The enthalpy of conformational change from C2 to C1 was evaluated by analyzing
Raman band intensities of the conformers at varying temperature. The enthalpy value is in good agree-
ment with that obtained by theoretical calculations [58]. 

STERICALLY INDUCED CONFORMATIONAL CHANGE OF SOLVENT UPON SOLVATION
[52,59]

The metal ion is solvated in solution. In zinc(II) perchlorate DMPA solutions, solvent molecules bound
to the metal ion show Raman bands at higher frequencies than those of free solvent molecules in the
bulk, Fig. 6. As seen, with increasing molality of the metal ion, the intensity Ib of the bound DMPA in-
creases and the intensity If of the free DMPA decreases. The solvation number n and the Raman scat-
tering coefficient J can then be evaluated by plotting If against the molality of the metal ion. In the case
of Zn2+, it revealed that the metal ion is four-coordinated in DMPA. Here, note that the intensity of the
bound nonplanar staggered conformer is significantly larger than that of the bound planar cis one. This
implies that the nonplanar staggered conformer is more favorable than the planar cis one in the coor-
dination sphere, i.e., the conformation of DMPA changes from the planar cis to nonplanar staggered
form upon solvation to the metal ion. Indeed, the enthalpy value of conformational change from the pla-
nar cis to nonplanar staggered form, evaluated by analyzing Raman spectra measured at varying tem-
perature, is negative, unlike the value of free DMPA in the bulk, indicating that the nonplanar staggered
conformer is more preferable in the coordination sphere of the metal ion. As seen in Fig. 7, the enthalpy
value depends on the metal ion, i.e., the value increases with increasing ionic radius for alkaline earth
metal ions, Mg2+, Ca2+, and Sr2+, indicating that the steric congestion in the coordination sphere in-
creases with decreasing ionic radius of the metal ion. With transition-metal(II) ions, the values are all
more negative and large.
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Fig. 5 Torsion energy profile of EMI+ as a function of the C–C–N–C dihedral angle.



As the zinc(II) ion is four-solvated in DMPA, we calculated relative energies of the tetra-solvate
zinc(II) ion [Zn(planar cis-DMPA)4-n(nonplanar staggered-DMPA)n]2+ (n = 0–4) [58]. As seen in
Fig. 8, the relative SCF energy decreases with stepwise replacement of the planar cis-DMPA with the
nonplanar staggered-DMPA. Note that, as described in a previous section, the planar cis conformer is
preferred in the coordination sphere of the di-solvate complex, in which there is no steric interaction be-
tween bound solvent molecules. The SCF energy decreases with increasing n in the tetra-solvate
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Fig. 6 Raman spectra of Zn(ClO4)2 DMPA solutions at varying molality at 298 K. 

Fig. 7 Enthalpies of conformational change of DMPA bound to metal ions.



zinc(II) ion, which indicates that four-coordination of the planar cis-DMPA conformer is sterically hin-
dered, and a part of planar cis conformers changes their conformation to reduce steric congestion. 

EFFECT OF CONFORMATIONAL CHANGE ON THE METAL-ION COMPLEXATION [60]

TMU has a similar molecular geometry to that of the planar cis-DMPA, if we take into account their
local geometries in the vicinity of the carbonyl O-atom, and thus TMU is considered to be an analog of
the planar cis-DMPA. Calorimetric titration curves for the bromo complexation of the manganese(II)
ion in TMU and DMPA are compared in Fig. 9. As seen, the formation enthalpy of MnBr+ is positive
in DMPA, whereas it is negative in TMU, despite the fact that the metal ion is five-solvated in both the
solvents. This implies that the solvation enthalpy of the manganese(II) ion in TMU is smaller than that
in DMPA (note that the solvation enthalpy of the Br– ion is not appreciably different in these solvents).
This is unexpected because the electron-pair donating ability of TMU is stronger than that of DMPA
[55]. 
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Fig. 8 SCF energies of [Zn(planar cis-DMPA)4–n(nonplanar staggered-DMPA)n]2+ (n = 0–4) complexes (4-n:n).



The difference formation enthalpy of MnBr+ in DMPA and TMU is represented in more detail in
terms of enthalpies of transfer of related species on the basis of a thermodynamic cycle as follows:

∆H1°(TMU) – ∆H1°(DMPA) = ∆tH°(MnBr+) – ∆tH°(Mn2+) – ∆tH°(Br–) (1)

where ∆H1°(solvent) denotes the formation enthalpy of MnBr+ in a solvent, and ∆tH°(i) the enthalpy of
transfer of species i from DMPA to TMU. The values of ∆tH°(Mn2+) and ∆tH°(Br–) have been deter-
mined to be 25.5 and 0.2 kJ mol–1, respectively, by measuring heats of solution of various salt crystals
in these solvents, and by dividing the values into contributions of each ionic component on the basis of
the extra-thermodynamic tetraphenylarsonium-tetraphenylborate assumption. The ∆tH°(MnBr+) value
is then calculated according to eq. 1 by knowing the ∆tH°(Mn2+) and ∆tH°(Br–) values. The ∆tH° val-
ues of MnBr2 and MnBr3

– are also calculated according to the corresponding equations for ∆H2° and
∆H3°, respectively. The ∆tH° values for MnBrn

(2–n)+ (n = 0–3) are shown in Fig. 10. As seen, the ∆tH°
values are all negative and small, except for the ∆tH°(Mn2+). The negative and small ∆tH° values are
expected, if we take into account a larger electron-pair donating ability of TMU than that of DMPA.
The ∆tH°(Mn2+) value is positive and significantly large, i.e., the solvation energy of the metal ion in
TMU is less than that in DMPA, which cannot simply be explained in terms of the electron-pair donat-
ing ability of solvent. The metal ion is five-coordinated in both TMU and DMPA, and here, the con-
formational change of DMPA plays an essential role in the thermodynamic behavior as follows. As de-
scribed in a previous section, the planar cis-DMPA suffers from a stronger steric hindrance than the
nonplanar staggered-DMPA in the coordination sphere of the five-coordinated solvate ion. DMPA thus
changes its conformation from the planar cis to nonplanar staggered form within the Mn(DMPA)5

2+ to
reduce the steric congestion in the coordination sphere. In contrast, TMU molecules, an analog of the
planar cis-DMPA, hardly change its conformation, even if they suffer from a strong steric hindrance in
the Mn(TMU)5

2+. 
The enthalpy value of 11 kJ mol–1 has been obtained for the conformational change from the pla-

nar cis to nonplanar staggered form for DMPA bound to the manganese(II) ion. If we take into account
that the molecular conformation changes for DMPA but not for TMU, and that an energy of the
metal–solvent bond is almost to the same extent for both the solvents, the enthalpy of transfer of Mn2+

from DMPA to TMU may be equivalent to the energy of conformational change from the nonplanar
staggered conformer to the planar cis one. The value ∆tH°(Mn2+) = 25.5 kJ mol–1 from DMPA to TMU

S.-I. ISHIGURO et al.
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Fig. 9 Calorimetric titration curves in the Mn2+–Br– system in DMPA and TMU containing 0.1 mol dm–3

(C2H5)4NClO4 as an ionic medium at 298 K.



implies that two or three DMPA molecules change their conformation from the planar cis to nonplanar
staggered form. 

The enthalpies of transfer of MnBrn
(2–n)+ from DMPA to TMU are all negative and small, im-

plying that the solvation steric hindrance is weak. This means that the nonplanar staggered conformer
occurring in the Mn(DMPA)5

2+ changes to the planar cis one upon complexation to form
MnBr(DMPA)4

+, which lead to a different thermodynamic aspect of complexation in DMPA compared
to TMU. 

CONFORMATION OF SOLVATED METAL ION IN CRYSTALS

As described in a previous section, TMU is an analog of the planar cis-DMPA. Similarly, NMP is an
analog of the planar trans-DMPA, if we take into account the local geometry in the vicinity of the car-
bonyl O-atom, Scheme 4. If the same solvation number is taken into account, the extent of steric con-
gestion in the coordination sphere of the metal DMPA solvates may be weak in the order of the con-
formers, planar cis > nonplanar staggered > planar trans. This implies that the solvation steric hindrance
in the coordination sphere of a given metal ion is relatively strong for the TMU (an analog of the pla-
nar cis-DMPA) solvate, medium for the nonplanar staggered DMPA solvate and weak for the NMP (an
analog of the planar trans-DMPA) solvate. The solvation number of a given metal ion must thus in-
crease with decreasing solvation steric hindrance. Indeed, as seen in Fig. 11, the solvation number of
the cobalt(II) ion is four, five, and six in TMU, DMPA, and NMP solvate crystals, respectively [61]. 
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Fig. 10 Enthalpies of transfer of MnBrn
(2–n)+ (n = 0–3) from DMPA to TMU at 298 K.

Scheme 4 Geometries of TMU and NMP.



Here, note that all DMPA molecules solvated to the cobalt(II) ion in crystals have the nonplanar
staggered form. Figure 12 demonstrates that the nickel(II) and zinc(II) ions are six- and five-solvated,
respectively, in their DMPA solvate crystals and all DMPA molecules have the nonplanar staggered
form, as well. The copper(II) ion yields two DMPA solvate crystals 1 and 2 of five-coordination. All
DMPA molecules in crystal 1 have the nonplanar staggered form, whereas one of five DMPA molecules
in crystal 2 has the planar cis form. The former crystal is more stable than the latter. In solution, as de-
scribed in a previous section, the metal DMPA solvate ions involve both planar cis and nonplanar stag-
gered conformers. Also, note that the solvation number in these DMPA solvate crystals is larger by one
than that in the solution, i.e., the steric congestion in the coordination sphere of the solvate metal ion in
crystals is stronger than that in solution, which may lead to a complete conformational change from the
planar cis to nonplanar staggered form in the solvate crystals. 

According to DSC (differential scanning calorimetry) measurements of a series of DMPA sol-
vates of transition-metal(II) ions, the freezing point of all the solvates except for Ni(DMPA)6(ClO4)2
(34 °C ) is lower than 25 °C, indicating that these solvates are unusually in the liquid state at room tem-
perature. Consequently, these salts may be classified into a kind of RTILs. The reason why the freezing
point of these electrolytes is significantly lower than that of the corresponding electrolytes of other sol-
vents is still not established. We suppose at the present stage that, like other RTILs, the conformational
freedom of the bound DMPA molecules seems to play an essential role in lowering the melting point. 

S.-I. ISHIGURO et al.
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Fig. 11 Crystal structures of Co(TMU)4
2+, Co(DMPA)5

2+, and Co(NMP)6
2+ in their perchlorate salts. 
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